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How to Instructions For Duotone Epoxy Clay Channel Bangle

NUNN DESIGN SUPPLIES:
Bangle Bracelet Channel 1 inch width Antique Silver (bbc1-sb)
Epoxy Clay-Black (cryclay-black)
Epoxy Clay-White (cryclay-white)
TOOLS NEEDED:
A pencil or circle cutting tool
Wet wipes
Headpin
A small bowl of water
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How to Instructions For Duotone Epoxy Clay Channel Bangle
STEP 1: (images 2–3)
Remove the eraser from the end of a pencil. I did this with a pair of needle nose
pliers. It took me a little while to get all of the pink out, so take your time. You won’t
want that getting into the clay.
STEP 2: (image 4)
Open your Epoxy Clay. Don your gloves, pinch off a ball about 1 inch in diameter
of part A and part B of the Epoxy Clay and start-a-mixing. Keep blending the clay
together until the color is consistent and there is no marbling.
STEP 3: (image 5)
Create an 8-inch snake with the mixed ball of Crystal Clay from Step 1. Do this by
rolling the clay in the palm of your hands. Don’t panic if it isn’t a continuous roll, it is
easy to merge the clay together if you have breakage.
STEP 4: (image 6)
I take my gloves off from here on out. Press the snake of Epoxy Clay into the base
of the Channel Bangle. To begin, press the end down firmly to the Channel Bangle.
I pressed the rolled snake of clay down with my left thumb, then pushed it forward
and stretched it out flat while my right hand held the excess snake of clay. I then
slightly pulled and rotated the bracelet slowly. It may take your own system to get
comfortable, but in Step 3 you are laying the clay down into the Channel. I try to keep
the clay flush against the side edges and the same height as the bangle.
STEP 5: (images 7-8)
While the black Epoxy Clay is still soft (you have 90-120 minutes to work with the
clay) create imprints into the clay with the eraser end of the pencil. Create a pattern,
feeling free to redo it if you aren’t crazy about it and try something new. Just play and
explore.
STEP 6: (no image)
Allow the piece to cure until the Black Epoxy Clay is hard (about 90-120 minutes).
STEP 7: (no image)
Once your piece with the Black Epoxy Clay is dry - don your gloves, pinch off a
grape-sized ball of part A and part B of the White Epoxy Clay and start-a-mixing.
Keep blending the clay together until the color is consistent and there is no marbling.
STEP 8: (images 9–11)
Start to press the White Epoxy Clay down into the recessed areas. To make the clay
flow a little better, dip it in a small bowl of water.
STEP 9: (images 12-13)
Use a wet wipe to clean off the excess white. You’ll also want to make sure that none
of the clay is left on any of the surfaces of the metal. Once it has hardened, it is super
hard to get off. Let the clay completely dry overnight before wearing.
There you have it. Pretty fun huh? You can use other circle shapes to achieve
different patterns and unique textures too!
We have a lot to offer and would love for you to stay connected!
• Take a moment to cruise through our blog! --> www.nunndesign.com/blog
• Follow Nunn Design on Pinterest! --> www.pinterest.com/nunndesign
• Please Like us on Facebook. --> www.facebook.com/nunndesign
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